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PET/CT

• positron emission tomographic (PET) scanner +

computed tomographic (CT) scanner

• coregistered images

– anatomic and functional information 

– in a single study

PET/CT

• clinical applications of PET/CT 
– mainly oncology

• diagnosis and management

– other indications:

• neurology, cardiology

• investigation of fever of unknown origin

• inflammatory disease

• …

• more people, live longer: more cancer

• much improved therapeutic results: 

⇒⇒⇒⇒ more people live longer with cancer

• ⇒⇒⇒⇒ increasing demand for PET/CT

• ⇒⇒⇒⇒ more combined PET/CT scanners installed in 
hospitals and clinics worldwide 

PET/CT

• effective dose: combination of dose from PET and CT

⇒ PET/CT examinations result in 

increased patient radiation exposure

• cancer risk induced from radiation

Sodickson et al. Radiology: Volume 251: Number 1—April 2009



Whole-Body PET/CT Scanning: Estimation of Radiation Dose and Cancer Risk

Bingsheng Huang ea, 2009 Radiology, 251, 166-174

using a 64-detector CT system (Discovery PET/CT; GE Healthcare)

FDG activity of 370 MBq
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PET/CT

• total effective doses of combined PET/CT: 

– calculated by summing the effective doses of CT and PET

• 13  - 31 mSv  for female patients 

• 13  - 32 mSv  for male patients

• CT component contributed 54% – 81% of the total 
combined dose

Bingsheng Huang ea, 2009 Radiology, 251, 166-174
using a 64-detector CT system (Discovery PET/CT; GE Healthcare)

PET/CT

• total effective dose from each PET/CT study

= 5 to 13 times worldwide average effective dose 

from background radiation over 1 year

(estimated to be about 2.4 mSv)

“risk”

• negligible, < 0.1 mSv

• minimal, 0.1–1 mSv

• very low, 1–10 mSv

• low, 10–100 mSv

• Martin CJ. Effective dose: how should it be applied to medical exposures? 
Br J Radiol 2007; 80:639–647



– whether cancer is a risk of low-dose radiation is still 
unproven, as there have not been any epidemiologic 
studies to date to support this 

– there are no experimental data to support the linear 
no-threshold extrapolation for low-dose risk 
estimation

Chernobyl accident

• “The 1986 accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in the former 

Soviet Union was the most severe such accident in the history of civilian 

nuclear power.”

• “The accident caused the largest uncontrolled radio active release into 

the environment ever recorded for any civilian operation; large quantities of 

radioactive substances were released into the atmosphere for about 10 

days. The radioactive cloud created by the accident dispersed over the 

entire northern hemisphere.”

• “Two radionuclides, the short-lived iodine-131 (with a half-life of 8 days) 

and the long-lived caesium-137 (with a half-life of 30 years), were 

particularly significant because of the radiation dose they delivered to the 

public.”

• “However, the doses delivered were quite different for the two radionuclides: 

the thyroid doses from iodine-131 ranged up to several grays within a 

few weeks after the accident, while the whole-body doses from caesium-

137 ranged up to a few hundred millisieverts over the following few years.”

Chernobyl accident

• “The contamination of fresh milk with iodine-131 and the lack of prompt 

countermeasures led to high thyroid doses, particularly among children, in 

the former Soviet Union.”

• “Aside from the emergency workers, several hundred thousand people were 

involved in recovery operations but, apart from indications of an increase in 

incidence of leukaemia and of cataracts among those who received higher 

doses, there is to date no consistent evidence of health effects that 

can be attributed to radiation exposure.”

• “A substantial increase in thyroid cancer incidence among persons exposed 

to the accident-related radiation as children or adolescents in 1986 

(attributed to drinking milk contaminated with iodine-131) has been 

observed in Belarus, Ukraine and four of the more affected regions of the 

Russian Federation. Up to 2005 “only” 15 cases had proved fatal.”

• “Among the general public, to date there has been no consistent 

evidence of any other health effect that can be attributed to radiation 

exposure.”

Chernobyl accident

• “Aside from the emergency workers, several hundred thousand people were 

involved in recovery operations but, apart from indications of an increase in 

incidence of leukaemia and of cataracts among those who received higher 

doses, there is to date no consistent evidence of health effects that 

can be attributed to radiation exposure.”

• “Among the general public, to date there has been no consistent 

evidence of any other health effect that can be attributed to radiation 

exposure.”

PET/CT

• PET/CT scanning protocols should be optimized for 

reducing dose and its associated cancer risk

– risk-benefit ratios should be carefully weighed prior to every 
study

– especially important 

• when clinical utility is less well established or is based on 
anecdotal evidence

• when PET/CT is used in younger patients



PET/CT

• cancer risks from radiation may be of less impact in 

patients known to have cancer 

• however:

– information is still of interest and relevant to patient 

education

– patients with cancer often undergo multiple PET/CT 

examinations for response assessment and treatment 

monitoring

– survival rates are markedly improved

Mettler et al. Radiology: Volume 253: Number 2—November 2009
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740 * 0.019 = 14.06 mSv
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Iterative Reconstruction

• approach was the one first used by Hounsfield !

• large variety of algorithms:

– each starts with an assumed image,

– computes projections from the image, 

– compares the original projection data and 

– updates the image based upon the difference between the 
calculated and the actual projections 



Iterative Reconstruction

• image generation process

• includes a "correction loop“
– sectional images calculated in stages by gradual approximation 

to actual density distribution
• system makes assumption about density distribution of tissue 
slices to be examined and calculates output image

• synthetic projection data are generated from this output image

• compared to actual, "real" raw measuring data

• if they don't match, system will calculate a corresponding correction
image to correct the output image

– in a next step, the system will again synthesize the projection 
data and compare them to the measured raw data

– iteration continues until a specified abort criterion is met

– after this process, corrected image shows improved spatial 
image resolution in high-contrast regions, while image noise in 
low-contrast areas is reduced 

Iterative Reconstruction

• GE
– Adaptive Statistical Iterative Reconstruction (ASIR)

– Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR)

• Siemens
– Iterative Reconstruction in Image Space (IRIS)

– Sinogram-AFfirmed Iterative Reconstruction (Safire)

• Philips
– iDose

• Toshiba
– AIDR

Iterative Reconstruction Iterative Reconstruction

Iterative Reconstruction Iterative Reconstruction



image reconstructed using SAFIRE and 60% less dose image quality improvement with SAFIRE while maintaining original dose level
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